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The assessment of cardiovascular hemodynamics with computational techniques is

establishing its fundamental contribution within the world of modern clinics. Great

research interest was focused on the aortic vessel. The study of aortic flow, pressure, and

stresses is at the basis of the understanding of complex pathologies such as aneurysms.

Nevertheless, the computational approaches are still affected by sources of errors and

uncertainties. These phenomena occur at different levels of the computational analysis,

and they also strongly depend on the type of approach adopted. With the current study,

the effect of error sources was characterized for an aortic case. In particular, the geometry

of a patient-specific aorta structure was segmented at different phases of a cardiac

cycle to be adopted in a computational analysis. Different levels of surface smoothing

were imposed to define their influence on the numerical results. After this, three different

simulation methods were imposed on the same geometry: a rigid wall computational fluid

dynamics (CFD), a moving-wall CFD based on radial basis functions (RBF) CFD, and a

fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulation. The differences of the implemented methods

were defined in terms of wall shear stress (WSS) analysis. In particular, for all the cases

reported, the systolic WSS and the time-averaged WSS (TAWSS) were defined.

Keywords: uncertainty quantification, aorta, computational methods, CFD - computational fluid dynamics, FSI -

fluid structure interaction, RBF - radial basis functions

1. INTRODUCTION

The world of cardiovascular simulations for the evaluation of implants and devices is acquiring
more importance. The numerical approaches constitute a new valuable resource for clinical design
and their accuracy is a fundamental requirement. Nevertheless, several issues are still present
due to the interaction between the device and the surrounding biological tissues. Indeed, in
silico models require the setting of several parameters that are usually affected by uncertainties
as a consequence of either measurement errors and/or natural physiological variability. These
uncertainties involve different levels: (i) imaging (structural and functional), (ii) segmentation, (iii)
material characterization/modeling and (iv) computational model.

Imaging - In recent years, imaging has acquired increasing relevance for investigation
potential in terms of both structural and functional information. Three-dimensional morphology
reconstruction has improved due to the advances of the last generation of technologies. CT,
MRI, and echographic imaging (ECHO) techniques are currently used to acquire high-resolution
dynamic images. In the context of cardiovascular images for aortic analysis, these data play a
fundamental role in computational image-based modeling of patient-specific cases.
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A faithful reconstruction of cardiovascular structures is at
the basis of computational modeling. Morphological information
can be acquired mainly by adopting a segmentation algorithm
of CT and MRI data. ECHO techniques might also be adopted
but their applications are usually limited to diagnostic parameters
assessment rather than computational domains definition. In
comparison with other modes, CT is the technique with the
best resolution available (1, 2): its standard spatial resolution
is usually around 0.5 mm, but it can reach smaller values
(3) according to the last generation scanners. Given these
features, literature studies report a significant contribution of
CT-based techniques for aortic structures assessment (4, 5). The
improved spatial resolution is at the basis of cardiovascular
morphological definition (6) and patient-specific reconstruction
of computational domains (7) for biomechanical and fluid
dynamic analysis. Despite the high level of resolution, Parodi
et al. (8) individuated the possible sources of error in aortic
diameter estimation via CT measurement.

The MRI methods exhibit the same multiplanar imaging
capabilities of CT, however, they present lower spatial resolution.
Structural information from MRI data can reach a maximum
resolution of fewmilliliters (9), causing the insurgence of possible
partial volume effect. Nevertheless, the potential of MRI lies in
its versatility, as new acquisition procedures are continuously
developed. For example, T1-weighted ECG-gated acquisitions
for the measurement of aortic wall thickness were reported
in the literature (10). This aspect has a pivotal role in the
numerical analysis of aortic biomechanics, given the fact that
usually assumptions are required to obtain a full reconstruction
including the wall thickness.

As well as for structural modalities, functional imaging
provides useful information for the numerical hemodynamic
simulations in terms of blood flow assessment in the aorta.
ECHO is the reference standard for two-dimensional blood
flow velocity analysis. However, its main limitations are given
by 2-D acquisitions and velocity encoding confined to a single
direction, determined by the probe position (11). The assessment
of complex three-dimensional hemodynamics holds added value
for computational simulations, both in terms of numerical
modeling and validation. Four-dimensional flow MRI (4D flow)
sequences, such as specific phase contrast (PC-MRI), enable
qualitative and quantitative analysis of blood flows in different
districts, including the heart and great arteries (12). PC-MRI
procedures allow for qualitative and quantitative assessment of
blood velocity during the cardiac cycle. In recent years, the
contribution of the PC-MRI technique was highlighted in the
context of numerical hemodynamic simulations, especially for
aortic and aneurysmatic structures, as a tool for the definition of
patient-tailored inlet conditions (13) and flow patterns validation
(14). State of the art assessment of 4D flow uncertainty was
carried out on the aorta and the carotid bifurcation (15). The
study adopted a Monte Carlo method to propagate the noise
at the local level up to the global image. The results produced
flow uncertainty maps, mainly linked to image noise. The
technique was demonstrated to be feasible for the flow pattern
quantification inside the whole aortic complex, with satisfactory
levels of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Nevertheless, the same

level of MRI data inaccuracies already discussed in the previous
subsection remains. In fact, it is worth underlining that MRI’s
low spatial resolution prevents the correct estimation of the
calculation of parameters such as wall shear stress (WSS) and
oscillatory shear index (OSI) (16). Some studies relied on the
calculation of WSS parameters from 4D flow data (17, 18), but
computational tools remain the most reliable approach. For this
reason, PC-MRI data are used to obtain reliable patient-specific
flow inlet conditions in numerical computations rather than
direct WSS estimations. However, it is necessary to stress out that
uncertainties originating from functional MRI data acquisition
and processing can also propagate at the simulated output (19).
In literature, the effect of the uncertainties of inlet conditions
from PC-MRI processing and of their propagation was analyzed
in the particular context of the aorta. Bozzi et al. (20) contributed
to the assessment of PC-MRI profile inaccuracies by using a
Monte Carlo simulation set. A significant influence of WSS and
blood pressure emerged. It was demonstrated that the boundary
conditionmodeling strategy also affects the fluid dynamic results:
the choice of 1D or 3D flow profiles from PC-MRI processing
produced non-negligible differences in the simulation outcomes.

Segmentation - It is worth underlining that the reconstruction
results are strongly dependent on the imaging technique
adopted and operator dependant as well (21). Even though
semi-automatic segmentation algorithms are available (22),
the operator influence in geometry reconstruction remains.
Different segmentation tools, including both manual and
machine-learning-based produce valid outcomes. However, the
segmentation results might not be absolute and reproducible,
given the huge variety of availble tools and the lack of
a standardized method. The last reported trend on image
segmentation concerns the adoption of deep learning methods.
The deep learning techniques offer significant benefits in terms of
speed and performance (23, 24). Still, error propagation requires
precise assessment. State of the art characterizations of these
methods were mainly focused on aortic structure segmentations
to obtain fractional flow reserve simulations. Maher et al.
(25), in a more recent study, analyzed the performance
metrics of automatic neural-network-based segmentation. The
segmented structures included cerebral, pulmonary arteries,
and ascending/descending aorta portions, with both 2D and
3D clinical CT/MRI datasets. The study group concluded that
the inaccuracies and uncertainties produced by the automated
process were in line with the results from manual segmentation
carried out by expert clinicians.

Material modeling - Material modeling also remains a
significant source of inaccuracies. Cardiovascular tissue
characterization is limited by ex vivo tissue availability. However,
different in vivo techniques for the assessment of mechanical
properties of cardiovascular tissues are reported, with particular
attention on the aortic district. The current state of the art
presents different proofs of concept concerning these approaches,
which are mainly based on CT/MRI data processing (26–30).
To achieve a complete material assessment, aortic mechanical
characterization is made possible by tissue harvesting from valve
replacement procedures. The state of the art presents a wide
range of studies of tissue mechanical assessments relying on
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biaxial traction tests (31–33). Nevertheless, uncertainties remain
present at different levels: (i) patient physiological variability
affects the data evaluation (34); (ii) evaluation methods are
not always reliable, as different groups still adopt uniaxial
tensile tests (35), and (iii) constitutive modeling still requires an
uncertainty quantification to assess the effects on the simulation
output. This last aspect is particularly true for fiber-based
anisotropic material models, which present an elevated number
of constitutive parameters and might carry a significant level of
required accuracy. Error analyses provided by the state of the art
confirm the performances of the hyperelastic anisotropic models
(36, 37). Nevertheless, it is worth underlining that, even if the
fiber-based models are suitable to cope with the hyperelastic and
anisotropic nature of the aortic tissue, different groups still adopt
linearized approaches to model the tissue behavior in numerical
approaches, also to reduce the model complexity, and lighten
the computational load (38–40). The linearization approach can
be justified by the assumption of small deformations occurring
between the systolic and diastolic phases in the cardiac cycle.

Computational model - Another source of uncertainty for
the analysis of aortic stress and hemodynamics arises from the
notion that the computational model is an approximation of
real physics, due to the intrinsic complexity of the phenomenon.
In this context, a technique to be used as a gold standard is
still lacking and different approaches are presented in the state
of the art. In literature, structural and hemodynamic studies
are presented. In the first case, the blood pressure is imposed
as a boundary condition (41, 42), while in the second case
the pressure load derives directly from the hemodynamics.
For the fluid dynamic approach, computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) (43, 44) or fluid-structure interaction (FSI) (45, 46) are
commonly used. FSI accounts for multiphysics phenomena and it
is, therefore, preferable in comparison with CFD. Nevertheless, it
remains a very complex task to handle, and it is computationally
expensive. Additionally, the FSI approach only partially accounts
for the vessel movement caused by the heart contraction. To
overcome the FSI limitations and to reduce the computation
weight, more recently, CFD based on morphing with radial
basis functions (RBF) (47–49) were proposed. Another point
of discussion is given by the boundary conditions definition. A
resourceful tool for this purpose is given by functional clinical
images and relative processing. Contrast phase MRI images were
reported to be analyzed for the definition of inlet fluid dynamic
conditions at the aortic valve level for evaluation of the aorta.
The added value of this technique is the introduction of patient-
specific conditions even at the fluid dynamic level. Nevertheless,
it was demonstrated that inaccuracies in the stroke volume and
heart rate estimation propagate significant errors in numerical
simulations (38). The inaccuracy effects are particularly evident
at the systolic peak level and in the early diastole. On the
other hand, the effect of flow distribution at the aortic valve
level is negligible as long as no valve pathologies are involved
(50–52).

The aim of the current study is to evaluate the effects of
uncertainties on aortic computational modeling at different
levels. First, the effects of segmentation and surface smoothing
were defined, then, three different simulationmethods were setup

for the geometry under analysis. Finally, the results in terms of
WSS and time averaged WSS (TAWSS) assessment are presented
and discussed.

2. METHODS

In this section, the workflow and the decision tree adopted
to compare the fluid dynamic results are defined, as depicted
in Figure 1. The workflow includes three main choices for the
modeling of the aorta:

1. the phase (pn) of the cardiac cycle used for the segmentation;
2. the level of surface smoothing to adopt: low, medium, or high

(SL, SM ,SH);
3. the numerical approach to use.

In the following subsections, each of these points will be
described.

2.1. Image Processing - Segmentation
The tomographic dataset was acquired with a 320-detector
scanner (Toshiba Aquilon One, Toshiba, Japan). The ECG-gated
cardiac CT scans were performed in one cardiac cycle, a total
of 10 ECG-gated phases were acquired. The chosen phases were
taken within the ECGR-R interval with a fixed time step of 78ms.
In this way, it was possible to sample the aortic phases with a 10%
resolution. The segmentation process was performed with the
functions provided by the VMTK package (Vascular Modeling
Toolkit, www.vmtk.org). In particular, a threshold algorithmwith
the same threshold level was imposed for all the phases. Three-
dimensional geometrical models of ascending aorta, arch, and
supra-aortic vessels were generated for each cardiac phase. The
segmented models were exported as stereolithography (STL) file
format for accomplishing the numerical simulation setup.

2.2. Image Processing - Surface Smoothing
In numerical simulations workflows, the boundaries of the fluid
geometry are modeled as smooth, however, the raw geometry
obtained directly from medical imaging does not produce the
required level of smoothness, and hence, it has to be pre-
processed. The main cause is given by low resolution and
artifacts, as already discussed in the previous section. Currently,
different strategies are available to achieve smooth 3D patient-
specific reconstructions. Given this wide variety of approaches,
it is difficult to assess if the filtering process causes uncertainties.
To account for this source of errors, a preliminary investigation
was performed on a geometry with three different levels of
smoothness (SL, SM , and SH) as depicted in Figure 2. This
investigation was set to define the most suitable smoothing
level to use for the computational models. In particular, this
process was carried out by applying a shape-preserving Taubin
smoothing filter with a weighting factor (w) of 0.5 and the
maximum number of iterations (n) of 15 (53). To achieve
different levels of smoothness, the same filter was applied
multiple times according to a smoothing strategy summarized
in three main steps (refer to Figure 3). Also, the presence of
calcifications was considered, given their expected effect on the
numerical results (54):
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FIGURE 1 | Summary of the simulation scheme (A) and boundary condition (B) based on 3D-0D coupling with three element Windkessel models (3WKM) model. The

same boundary conditions (BC) was applied for all models, specific material properties (MP) were used for the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulation.

FIGURE 2 | Comparison of effect of different smoothing levels. Segmented aortic geometry at phase p0 with smoothing: low (SL) (A), medium (SM ) (B), and high (SH )

(C).

1. Raw DICOM→ SL: first application of global Taubin filter (w
= 0.5, n= 15);

2. SL → SM : local removal of calcification artifacts;

3. SM → SH : second application of global Taubin filter (w = 0.5,

n= 15);

The Taubin filter (55) was applied by using the implemented

routine from the VMTK package. The presence of calcification

artifacts within the ascending aorta region was individuated with
the support of a skilled clinician. All the 3D segmented models

included the ascending aorta, the aortic arch, the descending
aorta (Desc), and the apico-aortic branches (brachiocephalic
artery (BCA), left common carotid artery (LCC), and left
subclavian artery (LSUB), as shown in Figure 2A). The evaluation
of the smoothing effect was carried out exclusively on the CFD
approach at the p0 phase.

2.3. Governing Equations and Simulations
After defining the clinical images processing method, the
different computational techniques adopted in the study
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic of the cumulative smoothing strategy adopted for the aortic morphology.

FIGURE 4 | Geodesic distance between geometries with SL and SH. Values

are in mm.

are reported. In particular, three different approaches are
investigated and compared:

• Computational fluid dynamics;
• Computational fluid dynamics with RBF morphing on the

aortic wall (CFDRBF);
• Fluid-structure interaction;

In this subsection, we describe the common and specific settings
for each approach.

For the fluid dynamics calculations, the same computational
setup was assumed for all models. The pulsatile flow behaviors
were analyzed by solving the 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes
equation system:

ρ ∂v
∂t + ρ(v · ∇)v− ∇σ = 0

∇ · v = 0
(1)

where ρ is the density of the fluid, v is the blood velocity, and σ

is the Cauchy stress. Blood was modelled as an incompressible
Newtonian fluid, with constant values of density 1,060 kg ·

m3 and dynamic viscosity 0.0035 kg(m · s)−1. Blood flow was
assumed laminar, as the Reynolds number estimated from the
worst configuration at the systolic peak was equal to 3,534. The
proposed laminar hypothesis is in line with previous literature
studies (40, 56–58).

For all the simulations, the fluid domain was partitioned
in tetrahedral elements using Ansa (BetaCAE) with four
boundary layers of triangular prisms. Ansys Fluent (ANSYS Inc.
Canonsburg, PA, USA) was used as the solver. A mesh sensitivity
analysis was carried out on the given aortic case. In particular,
the mesh size was reduced and the average value of WSS in the
ascending aorta region was monitored. The mesh size was chosen
after reaching a WSS variation below 0.1%. After the analysis,
the models were discretized with a tetrahedral mesh with a mean
element size of 1 mm. Prism elements were added to the vessel
wall by implementing 4-layers inflation for a total thickness of
1.2 mm and a growth-rate equal to 1.5.

For the CFD simulations, two geometries were considered
to assess the variability linked with phase segmentation. In
particular, the geometries were taken from two phases of the
cardiac cycle: one at diastole (p0) and one at the systolic peak (p4)
(refer to Figure 1).

For the CFDRBF , the simulation scheme was implemented
according to previous studies (47, 48). Briefly, the method
imposes patient-specific aortic wall motion during the cardiac
cycle without re-meshing using a morphing approach. It is
worth pointing out that for this method all the phases from
the segmentation were considered to calculate the radial basis
function solution. Additionally, no material property estimation
was required, as the method only relies on the knowledge of wall
displacement at the different phases.

At last, for the FSI simulation, a fully-coupled partitioned
approach was implemented. In particular, the FSI coupling
used an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method to transmit the
wall displacement and the pressure between the fluid and the
structural domains of the simulation (59). An isotropic linear
elastic material behavior was assumed for the aortic wall, with
the hypothesis of small deformations in the cardiac cycle (39). In
order to guarantee a comparable wall displacement between the
FSI and CT-gated results, the Young modulus (E) was estimated
according to Laplace’s law for the calculation of stresses within
a pressurized membrane and the strain estimation from the
normalized variation of vessel diameter between systole (p4) and
diastole phase (p0). The wall thickness (t) was set equal to 2 mm
(32) and the resulting E was equal to 0.5 MPa.

2.3.1. Boundary Conditions
The same boundary conditions were imposed for the CFD,
CFDRBF , and FSI, as also depicted in Figure 1B. In practice, a
blood flow velocity inlet profile was assigned as a waveform to
the aortic inlet (Ao). The values of velocity for the inlet were
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FIGURE 5 | Contour map of the wall shear stress (WSS) at systolic peak for geometry at phase p0 considering the three different levels of smoothing: SL [min: 0.5 Pa,

avg: 5.9 Pa, max: 11 Pa] (A–C), SM [min: 0.4 Pa, avg: 4.9 Pa, max: 9.5 Pa] (E–G) and SH [min: 0.4 Pa, avg: 5.1 Pa, max: 10 Pa] (I–M). The corresponding box plots

are reported in D,H, and N, respectively.

extracted directly from patient-specific ECG-gated ECHO signals
at the aortic site. The corresponding flow profile resulted in a
cardiac output of 4.5 l/min with an heart rate of 77 bpm. Three
cardiac cycles of the given flow profile were considered to achieve
periodic fully developed solutions and to eliminate nonlinear
start-up effects. The solution was considered at the last cycle.

Concerning the supra-aortic vessels and the descending aorta,
a pressure outlet condition was imposed by coupling the 3D
domain with three-elements Windkessel models (3WKM) (38).
The 3WKM is a numerical model relying on the circuital-
hydraulic analogy to establish a relation between the pressure P(t)
and the flow rate Q(t) at a given outlet branch. The following
partial differential equation is assumed:

(

1+
Rp

Rd

)

Q(t)+ CRp
dQ(t)

dt
= C

dP(t)

dt
+

P(t)

Rd
(2)

where Rp, Rd, and C are the lumped parameters of the model,
representing the proximal and distal hydraulic resistances and
the vessel compliance, respectively. The expression for P(t) can
be derived by knowing Q(t) and by solving Equation 2. The

lumped parameters for each branch are estimated according to
the following Equations (60):

Rpi = Rp
Atot

Ai

Rdi = Rd
Atot

Ai
for i = 1, . . . , noutlets

Ci = C
Ai

Atot

(3)

In Equation 3, Ai is the area of all the outlets (Ai =

ABCA, ALCC, ALSUB, ADesc), and Atot is the sum of all the
areas of the outlets. The Rp, Rd, and C are the overall lumped
parameters of the 3WKM model obtained from the systemic
pressure estimation. Concerning the vessel walls, these were
assumed to be impermeable and a no-slip condition was used for
all the simulations.

Regarding the FSI structural boundary conditions, the Desc
section was constrained with a fixed condition. The supra-
aortic and aortic valve sections were constrained by defining a
cylindrical reference system for each outlet and by constraining
longitudinal and circumferential displacements.
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FIGURE 6 | Contour map of the time-averaged WSS (TAWSS) for geometry at phase p0 considering three different level of smoothing: SL [min: 0.4 Pa, avg: 1.6 Pa,

max: 2.3 Pa] (A–C), SM [min: 0.4 Pa, avg: 2.0 Pa, max: 3.7 Pa] (D–F) and SH [min: 0.4 Pa, avg: 2.0 Pa, max: 3.7 Pa] (G–I). Box plot of the TAWSS are reported for SL
(L), SM (M), and SH (N).

TABLE 1 | Three-elements Windkessel models (3WKM) values: Rp and Rd are

expressed in Kg cm−4 s−1 and C in Kg−1 cm4 s2.

BCA LCC LSUB Desc

C 2.18e−9 7.74e−10 1.56e−9 5.84e−9

Rp 4.34e+7 1.22e+7 6.08e+7 1.62e+7

Rd 6.80e+8 1.91e+9 9.52e+8 2.53e+8

2.4. WSS Analysis
All the post-processing analyses carried out to extract the WSS-
based descriptors focused on the luminal wall of the ascending
portion of the aorta. The TAWSS was also calculated for all the
investigated cases. The TAWSS magnitude was measured in the
last cardiac cycles by integrating each nodal WSS magnitude over
the cardiac cycle as:

TAWSS =
1

T

∫ T

0
WSS(t)dt (4)

3. RESULTS

3.1. Smoothing
To quantify the implemented smoothing range, the
distances between the geometries obtained at different

smoothing levels are reported. Figure 4 depicts the
surface distance in the worst configuration: between the
geometries with the lowest and highest smoothing level.
The geodesic distance was carried out according to Dijkstra
algorithm (61), implemented in the VMTK toolkit. Areas
at maximum distances are observed as a consequence
of calcium artifacts removal in the localized region of
the vessel.

Figure 5 summarizes the WSS maps at the systolic
peak for the aortic case with the three different levels of
smoothing. The comparison in terms of CFD simulations was
assessed for the phase p0 in the ascending aorta region. The
box plots of Figures 5D,H,N describe the WSS element
distribution in the area of interest for the three cases.
The corresponding TAWSS analysis is instead reported
in Figure 6. For both the systolic WSS and the TAWSS
parameters, the reported range was comparable regardless
of the smoothing level adopted, with peaks of 11 Pa and
5.4 Pa, respectively.

3.2. Boundary Conditions
Concerning the boundary conditions, the Rp, Rd, and
the C computed according to 3WKM total, and to
3WKM tuning approaches for each outlet are reported
in Table 1.
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FIGURE 7 | Contour map of the WSS at p0 [min: 0.4 Pa, avg: 4.9 Pa, max: 9.5 Pa] (A–C) and p4 [min: 0.6 Pa, avg: 4.5 Pa, max: 8.6 Pa] (E–G). Box plots of the WSS

at both configurations (D,H).

FIGURE 8 | Contour map of the TAWSS at p0 [min: 0.4 Pa, avg: 2.3 Pa, max: 3.6 Pa] (A–C) and p4 [min: 0.3 Pa, avg: 1.2 Pa, max: 2.5 Pa] (D–F). Box plots of the

TAWSS are reported for p0 (G) and p4 (H).

3.3. CFD-Effect of Segmentation at
Different Phases p0 and p4
The results from the CFD at p4 are now compared with
those of CFD at p0 with the SM smoothing level. The contour
maps from the p4 geometry are, instead, reported in terms of

systolic WSS and TAWSS in Figures 7, 8, respectively. The box
plots of peak systolic WSS are represented in Figures 7D,H.
For the sake of comparison, the results of WSS and TAWSS
at p0 with the SM smoothing level were re-included in
both figures.
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FIGURE 9 | Contour map of the WSS for CFDRBF [min: 1.1 Pa, avg: 6.6 Pa, max: 11.5 Pa] (A–C) and FSI [min: 1.3 Pa, avg: 6.5 Pa, max: 11.6 Pa] (E–G) simulations.

Box plots of the WSS are reported for CFDRBF (D) and FSI (H).

3.4. Numerical Methods-CFD, CFDRBF , and
FSI
Figure 9 depicts the different maps in terms of WSS at systolic
peak for the CFDRBF and FSI simulations. The corresponding
box plots for the distributions are depicted in Figures 9D,H.
Additionally, for the sake of comparison, the maps of the
unfolded surface of the ascending aorta surface are presented in
Figure 10, for the CFD at both segmentation phases, the CFDRBF

and FSI cases.

4. DISCUSSION

The effects of geometry variation on hemodynamics are
assessed in a few studies. Analyses suggest that accurate lumen
segmentation remains a challenging task in computational
hemodynamic studies. The complexity of artifacts still affect the
reconstruction algorithms of imaging techniques such as MRI
(62). The groups of Abraham et al. (63) and Berthier et al. (64)
investigated the effect of geometry variations on coronary vessels,
while at the best of our knowledge, only one group focused on
aorta (56). Both concluded that a small variation in geometry has
a considerable effect on the predicted hemodynamics.

In the current study, different aspects of the modeling
approaches for the hemodynamic analysis of in silico aortic
geometries are presented. Starting from a patient-specific case,
the different phases of processing and their effect on the analysis
were assessed.

4.1. Surface Smoothing Effect
As a first step, the effect of surface smoothing after segmentation
was defined. The distances between the SL and SH geometries

are reported in Figure 4. The results of Figure 4 highlighted
and quantified the effect of the implemented smoothing
strategy, with maximum distances of 1.9 mm. It is worth
stressing that the maximum values occurred in regions
that required a local correction due to the presence of
calcium artifacts. On the other hand, the global smoothing
effects produced geodesic maximum distance differences less
than 1 mm.

The results from Figures 5, 6 report the effect of the

smoothing process in terms of WSS and TAWSS at the levels

SL, SM , and SH . Beyond the map distributions, the box plot

representation from Figures 5D,H,N allows for a comparison.
From the mechanobiological point of view, the WSS is a
patho-physiological stimulus at the basis of extra-cellular matrix
disruption and elastic fiber degeneration (65). A link between
low/oscillatory WSS and localized lesions of the vascular tissue
and early disruption of endothelial cells was proven (66, 67).
For this reason, WSS can be considered as a numerical predictor
for tissue damage/pathology. Although the shear stress range is
maintained in all three cases of Figure 5, it appears clear that
the SL case produces higher and more dispersed WSS values. On
the contrary, no significant differences appear in terms of WSS
distribution between the SM and SH levels. It is interesting to
observe that the WSS trend changed as the calcification artifact
removal was imposed. The presence of thrombi and calcifications
are a common diseases affecting the abdominal district. The effect
of calcifications presence was already underlined as an issue to be
resolved to prepare a suitable geometry for numerical simulations
(54). According to Ladich et al. (68), this pathology also exists
in the thoracic aorta. In particular, both micro calcifications or
extensive circumferential calcifications of the ascending aorta or
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FIGURE 10 | Contour map of the unfolded WSS for CFD at p0 (A), CFD at p4 (B), CFDRBF (C), and FSI (D) simulations. Circumferential and longitudinal coordinates

are represented in (E).

aortic arch can be observed. While calcifications are associated
with chronic systemic inflammatory diseases, their presence
also affects the surface morphology and consequently the WSS.
Similar results also were found for intracranial aneurysm (69)
and more recently for the aorta in Perinajová et al. (56). In
this last study, the importance of the smoothing applied in the
segmentation step has been stressed out on CFD simulations.
Given the WSS distribution stabilization after calcification
removal, the level SM was chosen as the minimum level of surface
smoothing to allow a stable estimation ofWSS and it was adopted
for all the following numerical simulations. Additionally, it is
worth noting that, while discrepancies in the local distribution
exist, the higher values of stress were reported within the inner
curvature of the ascending aorta for all levels SL, SM , and SH .
These findings are important and give rise to reflection from a
clinical perspective, for instance in patients affected by aortitis or
porcelain aortas.

4.2. Segmentation Effect
Concerning the results of the CFD from the systolic segmented
phase p4, the distribution of WSS and TAWSS can be
analyzed from Figures 7, 8 and from the unfolded maps
of Figures 10A,B. The box plot in Figures 7D,H displays
results of WSS in accordance with the previous simulations
segmented from phase p0. Nevertheless, the distribution
from Figures 10A,B reveals a different mapping between
the CFD at the two phases. This aspect underlines again
the effect of geometry on the WSS behavior within the
aortic domain.

4.3. Numerical Methods Effect
The implementation of numerical methods was investigated
as well. Beyond the rigid wall CFD results, already presented,
the CFDRBF and FSI approach produced the WSS distributions
of Figure 9. The box plots from Figures 9D,H allowed for
distribution comparison. Except for the presence of peak areas,
it appears that the distribution presents the same average and
range for both modalities. No significant difference emerged
from the comparison of distributions of Figures 9D,H. The same
trend is confirmed by the unfolded maps of Figure 10, in which
appears a difference in terms of WSS between both CFDRBF

and FSI approaches and the CFDs. The reported shear stress
ranges appear to match, nevertheless, the CFDRBF produced
peaks, especially in the inner curvature zone of the ascending
aorta. As an overall consideration, the investigation of the CFDs
box plot in Figures 7, 9 shows the differences arising from
the wall motion assumption. From Figure 10, it appears that

the introduction of wall motion within the model produced

a shift toward higher WSS values, regardless of the method

used to implement it. This aspect corroborates the necessity to

include a realistic wall motion model within the simulation of

the aorta, as it significantly affects the result. Comparisons in

terms of rigid and moving wall numerical simulations for the
aorta were reported already in the state of the art (46). The
presented results highlighted the presence of a WSS difference
according to the numerical technique adopted, however, the
discrepancy is expected to diminish as long as the tissue is
rigid. An additional point to underline is that the FSI approach
requires the estimation step of material properties. While the
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FSI and CFDRBF manifested no significant difference in terms
of WSS distribution, the CFDRBF method did not require
any hypothesis on the material constitutive model. For this
reason, no strong assumption and indirect in vivo measures
was introduced (27, 28). The CFDRBF method was computed
exclusively on the basis of the segmentation of the cardiac
phases. Consequently, the CFDRBF approach presented the
advantage of an a-priori exclusion of the intrinsic uncertainties
given by material characterization and modeling, which were
demonstrated to be responsible for inaccuracies (70, 71). Recent
studies proposed this approach to study the effect of aortic flow
by imposing valve kinematics (72, 73).

The current study presents several points of development
for the future. The effects of smoothing levels and different
phase segmentation were carried out on a single patient-
specific case. Nevertheless, the analyses of WSS distributions
produced differences in terms of map distribution for
given levels of smoothness and confirmed the influence of
geometrical/morphological factors on the WSS, while the less
evident map distribution differences were found for TAWSS.

The choice of different image phases for reconstruction
implied differences in hemodynamic results. This demonstrates
that the sources of morphological uncertainties are not only
the segmentation technique and smoothing approach but also
the different possible geometries that can be defined for the
same patient-specific case. As the number of cases recruited is
increased, a similar trend is expected. An additional point of
development for the future is to adopt the CFDRBF approach
to account for the aortic root movement. It was demonstrated
that the aortic root and left ventricle kinematics might have
an influence on the numerical modeling of the aorta (74). The
CFDRBF method was demonstrated to be a potential tool to
integrate the patient-specific displacement-based imaging data
with numerical simulations. For this reason, it appears as a
suitable way to include rigid motions like the ones occurring
in the ventricle and aortic root. The results presented within
the current study were focused on computational methods.
Nevertheless, an interesting point of development would be the
inclusion of experimental methods of validation like the adoption
of mock circulatory loops (75, 76). In the in silico scenario, optical
techniques like particle image velocimetry (77) could be adopted
for velocity profiles comparison.

5. CONCLUSION

In summary, with the presented manuscript, different sources of
possible uncertainties within the analysis of aorta hemodynamics
were reviewed and assessed. It was successfully demonstrated
that image processing approaches to influence the results in
terms of shear stress. Additionally, the importance of introducing
wall motion was assessed and its effects on the WSS spatial
distribution were confirmed. In conclusion, with the current
study, an overview of the effect of given approaches on the
analysis of aorta hemodynamics was given, with the objective of
accounting for possible inaccuracies to improve the faithfulness
of the in-silicomodels.
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